ASSEGAI

A new pendant light by Adam Raphael Markowitz

Assegai Pendant
Assegai – the Zulu spear. The name references the motion of the spear as much as the shape - it
hangs in space as if frozen in motion.
The Assegai blends sleek lines with subtly sculpted timber. The concept introduces elements of fine
craft to a linear pendant, an area dominated by mechanical extrusions, to create a contemporary
LED pendant that feels finely considered as a piece of jewelry, rather than an industrial afterthought.
Elegant materiality sits the crisp sheen of brass against softly sculpted timber. The brass adds
elegance and warmth, as well as diffusing the heat of the LEDs. The subtly tapering form is designed
to accent, not overwhelm spaces, with subtle curvature and elegant detail only revealing itself on
closer inspection.
Handcrafted by the designer in Melbourne, Australia.
Recipient of the Vivid Emerging Design Prize.
Shortlisted, Australian Furniture Design Award
Exhibited in Melbourne and New York

www.markowitzdesign.com
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adam@markowitzdesign.com
+61 (4) 38 249 044
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ASSEGAI PENDANT
Handmade in Melbourne, Australia by the designer
American Walnut standard - any species or finish possible, including black
Lead time 10-12 weeks + shipping (occasionally stock is held, please confirm at time of purchase)
Canopies available in Black, Silver or White
Canopies can be flush mounted with ceiling or face-fixed
Two drivers are available:

An LED driver (around the size of a domestic 4-plug powerboard) must be accommodated in the ceiling space or up to
10m/30ft away from the fixture. It is recommended by the LED manufacturer that this driver is accessible.

- UL-listed, non-dimmable driver
- non-UL listed dimmable driver
- DALI compatible driver available on request
Must be installed by a licensed electrician.

LED Details:
Tridonic (German) 8mm pitch LED
Luminous Flux Range of 600, 1200, 1800 and 2500lm/m
Colour temperature 2700, 3000, 4000, 6500K with SDCM3
Note: Brass is unfinished and designed to patina with time.
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